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8030 Dune Ball Board

The Dune Ball Board is an in�atable half-round ball with a sturdy circular

base and a safe round edge with two handles. This tool is part of the so-

called unstable bases and wobble boards devoted to proprioception,

coordination, strength, and rehabilitation exercises. Its peculiarity derives

from the possibility of using the tool in the same ways in which you would

use the aerobics steps for group courses with or without music. Unlike the

regular and rigid surface of the step, this board, with its half-round ball

made of soft rubber, makes the support unstable.

View more product details >>

SKU: 8030

Categories: Balance board, Balance training, Group activity, New Product & Trends, Products

in code order

Tag: Balance

     

DESCRIPTION TECHNICAL SHEET

3000 Big Bump Stimulating Disc 3001 Bump Stimulating Disc 2090 Slidisk 1011 Round Balance Wood Board
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ABOUT US

SIDEA “move smarter, get stronger, live better”

- Address: Via de Gasperi 90, 47035 Gambettola -FC- ITALIA

- Load/unloading goods: Via Perticari 11, 47035 Gambettola -FC- ITALIA

- Phone: +39.0547.313298

- Email: sidea@sideaita.it
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SIDEA NEWS – BLOG  SIDEA CATALOG

New Dune
Ball Board

In�atable hemisphere with rigid

circular base and protective edge

with two eyelets, useful as an

unstable base for proprioception,

coordination, strength, rehabilitation

exercises and for athletic training.
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